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Town Council

Town Council have discussed the
document and have the following
comments;
1. I have read through the draft
Gambling Policy.

Nothing to consider

I am not aware of any issues in the
current policy, and the proposed
new one looks comprehensive and
sensible. So I have no comments
for the consultation.
2. I am in principle ok with allowing
gambling - but I do think we need
to examine each application
carefully and only approve those
that bring some benefit to the
community. I think something like
a (low stakes) bingo hall would be
OK - but I don't think I would be
happy to see a casino in
Kenilworth.
3. I support the cross party gp of MPs
proposals, which include the
following Max stake limit of £2 on slot
machines
Banning gaming ads on both
online & T.V
Affordable checks on customers
New ombudsman
Game design controls e.g Gamstop
I support Communities Minister
Deidre Hargey's proposals which
include new legislation in relation to
children playing gaming machines
creating powers to impose a
statutory levy on gambling
operators
establishing a mandatory code of
practice for those holding
gambling licenses
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Each application will be judged on its
own merits and with regard to the
policy.

This is referring to a public consultation
undertaken with proposal to gambling
laws changed in Northern Ireland not
England.
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broadening the definition of
cheating to include attempted
cheating
make gambling contracts
enforceable in law
I DO NOT agree with these
proposals opening of large regional casinos,
with unlimited jackpots
this industry worth £63 mill having
to spend only £3 mill on addiction
removing some of the restrictions
on promotional prize competitions
permitting Bookmakers to open on
Sundays & Good Friday
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